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Crosscutting issues in Finnish 
development policy

 Environmental sustainablity

 Poverty reduction



Mainline in Ethiopian projects is 
water

 To provide water to people (RWSEP)

 To provide water to ecosystems (Tana-
Beles)



Water is also in the center for

 Increasing production in agriculture
 =>
 Reducing poverty
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Also mean 
yields are 
increasing



Becoming more important:
Ecosystem services

for instance in Ethiopia
 Bioenergy (fuelwood, biogas) from 1980s
 Biodiversity from 1990s
 Climate change from 2000s

 => Carbon Offset in African countries
 => Entry to carbon trade



Carbon Offiset in smallholder 
farms

 Has become possibility after Kyoto and 
Copenhagen

 Player’s are many (e.g. 12.2 mill. 
Smallholders in Ethiopia)

 Same farmers, dealing with water and 
crops, will get added value from carbon



Added value in Carbon



Ati Minale Hailu: 5 tons Carbon 
Offsetted to his trees



Challenge in University training, 
Ethiopia and other Africa

 Ecosystem services, especially related to 
climate change

 Carbon Offset by smallholders
 Accessibility to Carbon trading

 Accessibility to post Copenhagen donor 
funding



Unversity of Helsinki

 VITRI-institute (in Faculty of Agriculture 
and Forestry in Viikki campus, Helsinki)

 Already training and research cooperation 
with Ethiopia and Sudan

 Mostly funded from the sources of Finnish 
development cooperation funds 



Thank you

 veli.pohjonen@gmail.com

 http://veli.pohjonen.org
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